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Abstract

Identification of animal-specific vocalization patterns is an imperative requirement to decode animal communication. In bioacoustics, passive acoustic recording setups are increasingly deployed to acquire large-scale datasets. Previous knowledge about established animal-specific call types is usually present due to historically conducted research. However, time- and human-resource constraints, combined with a lack of available machine-based approaches, only allow manual analysis of comparatively small data corpora and strongly distort the actual data representation and information value. Such data limitations cause restrictions in terms of identifying existing population-, group-, and individual-specific call types, sub-categories, as well as unseen vocalization patterns. Thus, machine learning forms the basis for animal-specific call type recognition, to facilitate more profound insights into communication. The current study is the first fusing task-specific neural networks to develop a fully automated, multi-stage, deep-learning-based framework, entitled ORCA-SLANG, performing semi-supervised call type identification in one of the largest animal-specific bioacoustic archives – the Orche. Orca/noise segmentation, denoising, and subsequent feature learning provide robust representations for semi-supervised clustering/classification. This results in a machine-annotated call type data repository containing 235,369 unique calls.
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1. Introduction

Large-scale animal-specific call type identification is fundamental for robust recognition of statistically significant recurring call patterns, in order to infer semantic and syntactic communication structures. Such language-like elements represent an essential prerequisite for animal language decoding. Therefor large acoustic datasets are imperative, wherefore bioacoustics makes extensive use of passive acoustic monitoring [1, 2]. One of the largest bioacoustic data repositories – the Orche [3, 4, 5] – was acquired over 25 years (1985 – 2010) via a network of 6 hydrophones in northern British Columbia. The Orche comprises approximately 20,000 h of underwater recordings, split into ≈45 min audio tapes. Since 50 years, killer whales (Orca taxon) have been studied in the coastal areas of the northeastern Pacific Ocean [3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. Orca vocalizations are divided into three categories [8, 11]: (1) Echolocation Clicks – short pulsed events used for object localization and orientation [8, 11]; (2) Whistles – non-pulsed single narrow band tones, between 1.5 – 18 kHz, with no or few harmonics, mainly utilized in close-range interactions lasting 50 ms to 12 s [8, 11]; and (3) Pulsed Calls – most abundant and intensively studied vocal activity, split into discrete, variable, and aberrant calls, comprising a primary energy of 1 – 6 kHz up to 30 kHz or higher, together with a pulse repetition rate between 250 – 2,000 Hz and duration of 50 ms to 10 s [8, 11]. Discrete pulsed calls, also known as Call Types, are repetitive, stereotyped, and distinguishable vocalizations with large inter- and intra-class variability, possessing a wide diversity of diverse tonal properties [8, 11]. Figure 1 visualizes some excerpts of call types reported in [6, 8], describing the acoustic behavior of orcas.

Figure 1: Killer whale call type categories reported in [6]

Large-scale, data-driven, and machine-based orca call type identification is imperative to gain deeper insights into killer whale communication. A large data corpus of call types will allow new studies on dialects, animal-ID, unknown vocalization patterns, and other interesting scientific questions. However, this scenario results in two major challenges: (1) massive, noise-heavy data volumes require robust, task-specific machine learning approaches, to prepare, enhance, and process the audio material before conducting call type identification, and (2) lack of sufficiently-large, human-labeled, and representative call type data, combined with missing information about intra call type variations, as well as inter call type differences. The current study introduces a fully automated, multi-stage, semi-supervised, deep-learning-based orca call type identification pipeline, named ORCA-SLANG, processing the entire Orche, designed for large-scale recognition of already known call types besides the detection of possible sub-call patterns and/or unlabeled vocalization categories. It combines the following individual steps (see Figure 2): (1) orca sound type versus background noise segmentation, (2) signal enhancement by denoising pre-segmented orca vocalizations, (3) deep feature learning on these signals, and (4) hybrid semi-supervised call type identification, including (4.1) unsupervised clustering to detect and group known call types, new sub-call categories, as well as unseen orca vocalization patterns, and (4.2) supervised, multi-class, call type classification with respect to the cluster hypothesis, utilizing a small human-labeled call type dataset, to detect clusters of known call types by measuring cluster purity in order to build the machine-annotated data foundation for k-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN) [17] classification of remaining calls, while confirming feature and clustering quality.
2. Related Work

Passive acoustic monitoring, mainly caused by decreasing costs for recording equipment [1, 2], allows bioacoustics access to very large data archives [3]. In recent years, machine learning has gradually been applied to a variety of bioacoustic research topics. In particular, time- and resource-critical, cumbersome, and labor-intensive procedures, concerning a majority of such fundamental bioacoustic signal identification scenarios, need to be automated. Next to machine-learning-based bioacoustic segmentation/detetection [3, 18, 19, 20, 21] between various animal-specific vocalizations and environmental noise, several animal species [22, 23, 24] and/or call type [3, 20, 25, 21] classification studies, have been conducted. Besides pure supervised scenarios, animal-specific semi-supervised [26, 22, 27, 23, 24] and unsupervised [28, 29, 30, 31] concepts for species and/or call type identification were additionally explored. In comparison, less work has been conducted on bioacoustic signal enhancement (denoising) [32, 33, 34], primarily caused due to a lack of cleaned/denoised ground truth samples. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this is the first study presenting a bioacoustic pipeline for large-scale, fully automated, orca call type identification by fusing previous task-specific approaches: (1) orca/noise segmentation [12], (2) denoising [13], (3) deep feature learning [14], and (4) semi-supervised call type identification clustering/classification [14, 15, 16].

3. Methodology

**ORCA-SPOT** – In our previous work, a ResNet18-based segmentation model, entitled ORCA-SPOT [12] (see Figure 2), was designed to robustly distinguish between orca sounds and background noise within noisy underwater recordings. ORCA-SPOT was trained/tested in a supervised manner, based on 17,104 orca and 44,323 noise excerpts, transformed into 256×128 (256 frequency bins, covering 500 Hz to 10 kHz and 128 time frames) pre-processed, augmented, and 0/dB-normalized power-spectrograms. Besides an accuracy of 95.0% on unseen pre-extracted test samples, it obtained a precision of 93.2% on 238 randomly chosen unseen OrcaVine tapes (191.5 h), and 95.2% Area-Under-The-ROC-Curve (AUC) on 9 fully annotated unseen OrcaVine tapes [12].

**ORCA-CLEAN** – Besides pure environmental noise (filtered by ORCA-SPOT), there also exist complex overlaying noises within the orca vocalizations. In order to separate such superimposed noise characteristics, while simultaneously counteracting the lack of clean ground truth samples, a U-Net-based deep denoising network was invented, named ORCA-CLEAN [13] (see Figure 2), to enhance noisy orca vocalizations. The model incorporates a hybrid training algorithm, providing a pool of additive noise variants (synthetic world), together with machine-generated binary (orca/noise) mask alternatives, acting as network attention mechanism. ORCA-CLEAN was trained on 256×128-large spectral input/output pairs, where the input was always noisier than the output [13]: (1) randomly chosen additive noise variants to further distort the original noisy sample (input) compared to the original file (output), and (2) noisy original (input) versus random selected machine-generated orca/noise mask alternatives (output).

**ORCA-FEATURE** – In order to learn and derive robust feature embeddings from distinct orca sound types, a ResNet18-based convolutional undercomplete autoencoder was trained, entitled ORCA-FEATURE (see Figure 2), initially presented in [14, 16]. Similar to ORCA-SPOT and ORCA-CLEAN, ORCA-FEATURE covers the same frequency range and also uses a 256×128-large input spectrogram [14, 16]. Whereas the data clustered in [14], incorporated a small, OrcaVine-based, human-selected, and noisy orca call type corpus, comprising comparatively distinct and clearly distinguishable orca call patterns, large-scale and machine-based orca segments of the entire OrcaVine are significantly less differentiable due to strong call/noise variations and higher noise levels. Most of the spectral content observed in underwater orca vocalizations belongs to environmental noise. Consequently, major parts of inferred features often characterize background noise, rather than focusing on the actual spectral orca call structure, which in turn strongly affects subsequent unsupervised clustering approaches. Therefore, the denoised output of ORCA-CLEAN was directly utilized as input for ORCA-FEATURE. Moreover, experimental investigations resulted in two architectural modifications compared to the version reported in [14, 16]: (1) dropout layer after each residual layer in the encoder/decoder (compression/decompression) path, to avoid occasionally observed overfitting during training, and (2) a modified bottleneck layer. In [14], the bottleneck layer contained two convolutional layers (1×1, stride 1), to compress/decompress the 512×16×8-large encoder output into 4×16×8 (1×512 latent features) and back to the 512×16×8 decoder input. However, in this study, the 512×16×8 encoder output was compressed to 512 features by a convolutional layer (5×5, stride 1) and a subsequent max-pooling (16×8). The 512×16×8 decoder input was generated via max-unpooling (16×8) combined with a transposed convolutional layer (5×5, stride 1), to decompress the 512 latent features. A comparatively large kernel size of 5×5 was chosen to keep contextual information in each of the 512 feature maps, encoded by subsequent max-pooling into a final 1×512-large latent feature vector, representing the clustering input.

**ORCA-TYPE** – Supervised multi-class orca call type classification is very difficult due to a lack of human-labeled data, combined with a very limited extent of covered, known call types. In our previous work [15, 16], a ResNet18-based 12-class deep neural network, named ORCA-TYPE (see Figure 2), was introduced. ORCA-TYPE was trained on 256×128-large

---

**Figure 2:** ORCA-SL Arg: multi-stage, semi-supervised, deep-learning-based, and large-scale killer whale call type recognition fusion: (1) orca/noise segmentation [12], (2) denoising [13], (3) deep feature learning [14], (4) call type clustering/classification [14, 15, 16]
samples of the Call Type Data Corpus (CTDC), a small human-labeled data archive, consisting of two catalogs with 514 audio excerpts in total, distributed across 9 orca call types, echolocations, whistles, and noise (12 classes) [16]. ORCA-TYPE achieved the following results on the unseen CTDC test set: (1) supervised training on the original CTDC dataset (mean 12-class test accuracy 87 %) [15], (2) semi-supervised training by conducting deep representation learning on numerous machine-segmented orca sounds, combined with downstream supervised training/fine-tuning, utilizing the original CTDC data (mean 12-class test accuracy 94 %, best model 96 %) [16], and (3) supervised training on the denoised CTDC dataset by applying ORCA-CLEAN as additional data preprocessing/enhancement step [13] (mean 12-class test accuracy 95 %, best model 98 %). In this study, the best ORCA-TYPE model, trained on denoised signals (case 3), was utilized to verify unsupervised results.

Spectral clustering and k-NN – Bottleneck features derived by ORCA-FEATURE, provide the input for unsupervised orca call type identification. Spectral clustering [35] was applied using a radial basis function in order to build the affinity matrix. Furthermore, k-NN was performed to assign remaining unclustered data samples (1 × 512 features) to the respective call categories.

4. Data Material and Preprocessing

Orchive – Seg90 (OSEG90) – Significant call type analysis requires large-scale data material. Thus, ORCA-SPOT was utilized to segment the entire Orchive in about 8 days first, by performing a sliding window approach (window-size = 2 s, step-size = 0.5 s, confidence > 0.90). Only ORCA-SPOT predictions above this confidence level were considered as valid vocalization frames. Given this constraint, ORCA-SPOT identified 2,521,078 orca segments of various durations. The resulting data repository, called Orchive-Seg90 (OSEG90), including ≈ 2,992.02 h of machine-detected orca vocalizations, leading to an average duration per segment of ≈ 4.2 s, which in turn reduced the entire Orchive to ≈ 15 %. However, ORCA-SPOT, ORCA-CLEAN, ORCA-FEATURE, and ORCA-TYPE require a fixed, uniformly large temporal context. According to [11], pulsed calls exhibit durations spanning from less than 50 ms to > 10 s, although the majority is between 0.5 and 1.5 s. As in our previous studies [12, 13, 14, 15, 16], a temporal context of 1.28 s was chosen, together with the cross-module FFT-settings (window-size = 4,096, hop-size = 441, sampling rate = 44.1 kHz) resulted in 128 time frames. An orca signal detection algorithm was invented in [13], to guarantee (1) equal temporal context, (2) isolated calls, and (3) reduction of superfluous preceding, succeeding, and intermediate noises, besides considering the average orca vocalization duration of pulsed calls, reported in Ford et al. [11]. Specifically, the orca detection algorithm models the spectral intensities of a preprocessed power spectrum as a function of time, by summing up spectral intensities for each time step via a sliding window approach (window-size = 1.28 s, step-size = 100 ms) [13]. The window containing the global function maximum was extracted, resulting in an F × 128 spectrogram, where F is the number of frequency bins. Potential zero-padding was never required due to the minimum segmentation window-size of 2 s.

Automated Orca Feature Corpus (AOFC) – Deep orca feature learning (training ORCA-FEATURE) was conducted on a machine-annotated (ORCA-SPOT, window-size = 2 s, step-size = 0.5 s, confidence > 0.9999) dataset of the Automated Orca Feature Corpus (AOFC). The entire data archive includes 1,969 representative machine-labeled excerpts (training – 1,378 samples, 70.0 %, validation – 293 samples, 14.9 %, test – 298 samples, 15.1 %) from various Orchive tapes spread over all years, summing up to a total duration of ≈ 1.65 h, resulting in an average sample duration of ≈ 3.0 s. Similarly to OSEG90, 1.28-s large sections were obtained during training by means of the previously described orca detection algorithm (see also [13]).

5. Experiments

The experimental setup of ORCA-SLANG (see Figure 2) can be described by a 4-step sequentially ordered procedure, to semi-supervised identify known/unknown orca call types within the entire Orchive: (1) ORCA-SPOT to segment 20,000 h of Orchive recordings, resulting in the OSEG90 repository, (2) embedding ORCA-CLEAN as enhancement step for deep feature learning and call type classification, (3) train ORCA-FEATURE (batch-size = 4, Adam optimizer – learning rate = 10−5, β1 = 0.5, β2 = 0.999, Mean Squared Error (MSE) loss), on the AOFC corpus to learn compact/representative bottleneck features, while using identical data preprocessing steps and network parameters as presented in [14], except the fact that data augmentation was disabled, and (4) unsupervised spectral call type clustering as well as supervised classification, applying the ORCA-TYPE model of [13], besides k-NN, all together inside a hybrid identification scenario. Step 4, described in detail hereafter, was repeated 5 times, where the inter-trial call type duplicates were removed, to determine the actual number of unique and additional detected known call types across all 5 trials. Step 4, involves the following single steps: spectral clustering on a random selection of 20,000 ORCA-SPOT segments (confidence > 0.9999), taken from the 2,521,078 samples of the OSEG90 archive with 200 clusters (1 %). Afterwards, ORCA-TYPE was applied to classify the content of all clusters in order to find clusters which belong to one of the 9 trained call types of ORCA-TYPE (data enlargement). All elements of a cluster were assigned to one of the nine call type categories, if more than 70 % (cluster purity) of the cluster was classified as a certain call type. Only clusters fulfilling this purity constraint were call-type-specifically grouped, summarized, and consequently built the machine-annotated data reference of call type prototypes for subsequent k-NN classification (k = 5) of all remaining 2,501,078 data excerpts. Clusters which did not satisfy the purity criterion of > 0.7 were mapped to a rejection class. The hybrid approach between spectral clustering and downstream k-NN classification is significantly more efficient than clustering the entire ORCA-SLANG archive in terms of computational overhead, data storage, manageability of cluster number, and performance. Finally, ORCA-TYPE was again applied, but now to the k-NN-extended call type-specific data repositories, to evaluate purity, prove clustering quality, and verify general approach applicability.

6. Results and Discussion

ORCA-SLANG, in combination with the 2,521,078-large OSEG90 data corpus, enables bioacoustics to gain completely new and deeper insights into orca communication by providing identification results on: (1) known call types, (2) potential sub-call types, and (3) unknown vocalization patterns. Table 1 presents call types plus respective findings while applying ORCA-SLANG (see Figure 2). Considering the cluster purity of > 0.7 (Cp>0.7), across all 5 clustering trials (20,000 random samples, 200 cluster each), 6 out of 9 call types, known to ORCA-TYPE, were identified, summing up to 7,637 samples.
### Table 1: Call type findings of 6 known categories, across all 5 trials, k-NN-based call assignments, verified by ORCA-TYPE (accuracy), and amount of unique identified call types

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types</th>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>C$_{p&gt;0.7}$</th>
<th>k-NN</th>
<th>ORCA-TYPE</th>
<th>Unique</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>samples</td>
<td>samples</td>
<td>samples</td>
<td>accuracy</td>
<td>samples</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N1</td>
<td>742</td>
<td>64,124</td>
<td>60,281</td>
<td>94.0</td>
<td>19,280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N2</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>9,273</td>
<td>7,023</td>
<td>75.5</td>
<td>3,484</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N4</td>
<td>4,884</td>
<td>242,727</td>
<td>387,406</td>
<td>91.2</td>
<td>145,760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N5</td>
<td>233</td>
<td>13,826</td>
<td>10,709</td>
<td>78.2</td>
<td>8,861</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N9</td>
<td>1,324</td>
<td>96,064</td>
<td>84,385</td>
<td>87.3</td>
<td>41,990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N47</td>
<td>276</td>
<td>11,070</td>
<td>13,725</td>
<td>80.4</td>
<td>10,994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>7,637</td>
<td>625,681</td>
<td>563,610</td>
<td>90.0</td>
<td>235,369</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Subsequent k-NN- and trial-based call type assignment of the remaining 2,501,078 excerpts lead to 625,681 total findings, whereas 563,610 were correctly classified as either one of the 6 call types, resulting in an overall multi-class classification accuracy of 90.0%. This in turn is a solid proof concerning the quality of learned/derived features, initial clustering, as well as general feasibility of the entire semi-supervised ORCA-SLANG pipeline. The frequency distribution of call type specific observations also coincides with the reported distribution of frequent and less occurring vocalization types in [3]. Removing these 6 call types from the entire OSEG90 archive, leads to a change in the prior probabilities, and thus also restructures the high-dimensional feature space, whereby other, rare call types will receive more weight which in turn allows better clustering. Figure 3 visualizes denoised call types for each of the 6 call categories, semi-supervised identified by ORCA-SLANG.

![Large-scale known orca call type [6] identification](image1)

Besides results on already known call types, ORCA-SLANG also provides the possibility to identify potential unseen subtypes. As an example, the 145,760 unique N4 call types, listed in Table 1, were fully-supervised clustered. Figure 4 visualizes examples of various potential sub-call types, each of them taken from a distinct cluster, showing the strong spectral intra call type variety.

![Figure 4: Potential sub-call type hypothesis of N4](image2)

In addition, very interesting observations were made in terms of unseen call types. Figure 5 shows one example of such a call type, apparently also containing various sub-structures, identified by ORCA-SLANG, primarily occurring in a strongly concentrated manner across 7 tapes in the year 2000. In this context, the handwritten transcripts of the OrcaLab (OrcaLab-Books [5]) were consulted. The OrcaLab-Books were written by different domain experts and scientists to document additional information such as communication and behavioral patterns, while passively recording. Figure 5 visualizes exemplarily two OrcaLab-Book pages of the corresponding Orcheve tapes, 15A and 15B from the year 2000, out of which the respective call excerpts originate. According to the handwritten documentations, these kind of vocal activities were produced by transients, one of the threeorca populations present in the coastal areas of the northeastern Pacific Ocean. However, while most of the Orcheve is based on resident orca vocalization (N-calls, S-calls [6]), ORCA-SLANG detected previously unlabeled, rare transient vocalizations in significantly large quantities.

![Figure 5: Transient killer whale call type recognition](image3)

### 7. Conclusion and Future Work

In this study we present ORCA-SLANG, a multi-stage, deep-learning framework, unifying (1) orca/noise segmentation [12], (2) denoising [13], (3) deep feature learning [14], and (4) call type identification [14, 15, 16] in a machine-based, semi-supervised manner, to identify known and unknown killer whale call types within 20,000h of underwater recordings. ORCA-SLANG allows biologists to access large-scale pre-processed data archives with respect to known orca call patterns, sub-call types, and unseen vocal activities, enabling totally new insights into population-, group-, and individual-related acoustic analysis, which in turn is the foundation for a revised/updated version of the existing call type catalog [6]. In our future studies we will utilize known/unknown call type findings to identify semantic/syntactic language-like patterns within the entire Orcheve, which will then be correlated with the OrcaLab-Book [4, 5]. Moreover, ORCA-SLANG with all individual components will be generalized to be animal independent. The source code of ORCA-SLANG will be publicly available under [36].
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